Taste is Almost A Compensation For Exile Itself

By Lawrence Osborne

Chaplin, complete with shabby suit coat, loosened tie, canvas shoes, and a green flight bag, migrates to Southern California to look for the American Dream. (continued on page 20)

SLABS OF PERSIA

By Lawrence Osborne

There is a cult Iranian movie, popular both in Iran and among exiles in the U.S., called Aghez-e Avarsh, "Mr. Exile." Is it a kind of Iranian movie that needs to be seen by a. "A" or in the process of getting into your car, FAST! It's true, if you are not equipped with some kind of a device like it, you will be tempted to go to the device Multilocks this week during our open car show. No matter what your budget is, from $50 to $500, we will help you any corner vehicle security you desire. One of the event's primary sponsors, Multilocks is a company that provides high-quality car alarms and theft deterrent systems. They are offering discounted installation rates on their products, as advertised in the ad. The specific models mentioned are the Clifford CliffAlert III, Clifford Super IPS III, Clifford Nova III, and Clifford Ace II. These devices are marketed as providing advanced security features such as shock sensors, auto-arming, and remote controls.
**LETTERS**

The Reader welcomes letters for publication. You may use only the editorial page for that purpose. Letters on current issues in the Reader are usually published within one week of their receipt. Letters on other matters may be published only if space permits. Letters should be brief and may not exceed 100 words. No manuscript will be returned to sender. Address letters to LETTERS, San Diego Reader, 9175 Judicial Dr., Suite 108, San Diego, CA 92123. Please include daytime telephone number. Letters not published because of space limitations may be used for editorial comment.

**CLIFFORD**

Clifford ClikAlert III Featuring False Alarm Control & Test to eliminate recurring false alarms, auto malfunction horns, Car Check System with shockproof and explosion-proof design, glow-in-the-dark push button, keyless entry, automatic lock and unlock, and many more features.

$199 INSTALLED*

Clifford Super IPS III This alarm includes all the features listed above, plus an additional 100 feet of wire, Smart AutoTesting with specific identification of any sensor, automatic lock and unlock, and dual alarm horn.

SAVE $51

$248 INSTALLED*

Clifford Nova III All the features listed above, plus an additional 200 feet of wire, Smart AutoTesting with specific identification of any sensor, and dual alarm horn.

SAVE $51

$297 INSTALLED*

Clifford Ace II Advanced Clifford security system, packed with features including 4 door locks, shock sensors, remote control, and the ability to program the system to your specifications.

SAVE $91

$499 INSTALLED*

Avital Remote Car Security System The Avital Cylinders includes a pair of 2-button remote keyless entry system, remote trunk release, and various other features.

SAVE $51

$188 INSTALLED*

Avital Champion II This unit offers complete security and remote control. It includes features such as a shock sensor, automatic lock and unlock, and various other features.

$297 INSTALLED*

VSE Stealth Remote controlled security system includes passive or active arming with voice mode and visual alarm glass breakage detector. $247 INSTALLED*

VSE Stealth Plus The full featured security system includes starter disable and a shatterguard glass breakage sensor. $298 INSTALLED*

VSE Derringer/2 Automatically arms and disarms the system with a button, allows you to join no alarm system, and includes a starter disable and a shatterguard glass breakage sensor.

$88 INSTALLED*

VSE Stealth Remote Controlled Car Security System This car security system from Hornet is the most popular alarm features at an amazingly affordable price. Features like an adjustable shock sensor which monitors the vehicle's entire perimeter, a state of the art current sensor with proven "Fan Ignorant" circuitry and two remote controls with millions of possible codes for maximum security.

SAVE $51

$188 INSTALLED*
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Table of contents for the Reader, San Diego's Weekly Publication.
Numbers from hunger (San Diego): The rapidly increasing population has outpaced the city's ability to provide for the needs of its residents. In 2006, the city's population was estimated to be over 1 million. This growth has put a strain on the city's resources, including housing, transportation, and public services. The issue of hunger is particularly acute in the city, with over 15% of residents living below the poverty line. The city is working to address this issue through various initiatives, including the expansion of food distribution programs and the development of affordable housing options.

Light up the Border (The Times - Newark): The proposed new plant will be located near the border. The city is expected to benefit from the increased economic activity, but concerns have been raised about the potential for increased immigration and crime. The city is working to address these concerns through increased security measures and community outreach programs.

“You’ve got this pastel retail center with a big computer store and now you’re only going to allow a burger and a cheap shopping center to sit next to it!” The Crash Site Politics Built (By Thomas K. Arnold) D

S

San Diego International Airport city is on top of elevations and faces of some major oceanfront and mountain views. The airport is the largest in the region and is a major hub for the newspaper industry. The city of San Diego's officials estimate that they will spend up to $8 million dollars on the project to make the airport more attractive. This includes the construction of a new terminal, the expansion of existing facilities, and the implementation of new safety measures. The city is committed to making the airport a safer and more efficient environment for both passengers and cargo.

The Port made no effort to identify the cause of contamination, but rather, sat on its hands and did nothing, apparently on the assumption that the problem would somehow go away.

Seven Stealth-Blobs Surrounded Airport By Melinda Powelson
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IS YOUR DOG A JUNK FOOD JUNKIE?

Do you sometimes feel that you could put a blindfold on and pick out a dog food since they are all the same? There are over 50 lamb and rice diets. Solid Gold Hund-N-Flocken (means dog food flakes in German) is totally different from any other dog food on the market.

Doxine Growth Hormones (BGH) are frequently given to beef to make them grow faster. However, BGH caused many dairy cows to develop mastitis. They were then given antibiotics. The doctors claimed that these antibiotics didn't take affect because of the antibiotics. Hund-N-Flocken does not contain beef.

Chicken are frequently given growth hormones to develop big breasts for the fast-food industry. In 1989, breast cancer for women under the age of 25 went up 10% in one year. Breast cancer in dogs is called neoplasia. 60 Minutes surveyed the poultry industry and found that 88% of all chickens surveyed contained salmonella poisoning. Where do you think these contaminated, unfit-for-human-consumption chickens go? Also, see Dr. Virginia Livingston Wheelers' book Chicken Cancer at Every Pot.

Hund-N-Flocken contains no chicken.

Ethoxyquin is a chemical preservative frequently put into animal/poultry fat used in pet food. It may or may not be listed as an ingredient. Monsanot lists it in its Safety Data Report as a hazardous chemical. The warnings say it may cause skin and eye irritation. There also may be gross changes in the liver and kidneys and a problem with the thyroid. There may be a reduction in the survival of the offspring. Hund-N-Flocken contains no animal/poultry fat and no ethoxyquin. We had our food assayed and it contained no ethoxyquin, no BHT or BHA.

No other pet food company has done that.

We use fish and liver as the primary protein source and canola oil and fish-oil rich oils, never animal/poultry fat, and never safflower oil. Safflower oil is thought to contribute to the spread of cancer, according to the Loma Linda University Institute. Our grains are the non-allergenic amaranth, millet, brown rice and barley. In our Hund-N-Flocken we don't use soybeans, wheat or corn - the grains that dogs have to chew at the root of their tails and lick their food.

“Every day you take into your body something that will make your body well, or make it sick.” — Adelle Davis

DEALERS WANTED. We are looking for people who are interested in putting their dogs and friends' dogs on a healthy diet. To receive a catalogue, send $1.00 and ask for wholesale and/or retail prices. Mention the name of this newspaper.
San Diego's best prices on entertainment centers!

Planocchia's offers the best everyday low prices on top-quality entertainment centers. Now, we've cut prices on ALL our entertainment centers to save you even more money! These are just a few of our available styles:

**Finished Oak Wall Unit**
- Today's most popular entertainment center with extra storage shelves, colored glass, oak or black, 15.4" H x 6.2" W x 17.4" D
- **Sale** $139
- **List** $149

**Finished Oak TV/Oak Cabinet**
- Contemporary design with oak shelves, oak or black, 30" W x 16.9" D x 37.5" H
- **Sale** $369
- **List** $399

**Finished Oak Traditional Home Theater**
- Finish oak Home theater, 60" H x 17.3" W x 12.9" D, oak or black, 61" H x 17.3" W x 12.9" D, oak or black, 65" H x 17.3" W x 17.3" D, oak or black, 70" H x 25.5" W x 25.5" D, oak or black
- **Sale** $299
- **List** $349

**Furniture & Kitchen Cabinet Center**
- 110 W. Women's Dr. 275-5000
- Mon. 4-7pm Fri. 11-7pm Sat. 11-6pm Sun. 12-5pm
- Sale $80

Get More For Your Money

- **30 off** Your choice Glasses or Contacts
- **Exam, Contacts & Glasses** $129
- **49 Glasses** Single vision only
- **Pinocchia's**

**Workout Wear Unlimited**
1800 Garnett Ave. * Pacifc Plaza 5 * 872-3120

20% OFF
4 DAYS ONLY
Includes all new lace and web styles! Huge selection! Prices starting under $20.
Sale ends Sunday.

**Car Audio Heaven**
April Madness
We Love to See Our Friends and Family Shop

**Sony**
- CD Player
- **Onix** $189
- **Maran** $189
- **Pioneer** $259

**Viper**
- Car Alarms & D Pager
- **1599.99**
- **1799.99**

**Ammi**
- Car Stereo
- **2299**
- **2999.99**

**Sony**
- Detachable Face
- **199.99**
- **26.97**

**Window Tinting $80**
End 3 windows at 1 door cheap! Lifetime warranty. Call for quote & appointment.

**San Diego's Planet Tinting Center**
4913 El Cajon Blvd. * San Diego 438-4632 * House Movers 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Sun. 10-5 * Same day service in most cases * Tinting & Escape 438-990

---

**Get More For Your Money**
3. 180 Contacts & Glasses
-萧镜和太阳镜
- **Pinocchia's**
- **Exam, Contacts & Glasses** $129
- **49 Glasses** Single vision only
- **Pinocchia's**

**Workout Wear Unlimited**
1800 Garnett Ave. * Pacifc Plaza 5 * 872-3120

20% OFF
4 DAYS ONLY
Includes all new lace and web styles! Huge selection! Prices starting under $20.
Sale ends Sunday.
Berkman says he's heard people say they'd die to save the Stardust. "The potential for standing in front of the bulldozers and/or violence appears high."

New Age Tennis Guru Whacks Trolley Plan

By Jamie Reno

W

L.A. PRICES NOW IN SAN DIEGO

Matt is in Love

Matt's got to sell something quickly. He needs the money.

Motorola Flip

How you can get Motorola's most popular flip phone for an incredible price.

Competition: $389

Our Price

$345

Mini Micro Pocket Phone

* Smaller than a dollar bill
* Any key answer
* Apple numeric search & store
* Dual ringer function
* Large, easy-to-read display
* Battery lifetime
* 1/2-day memory

Competition: $1,595

Our Price

$369

NO WAIT REPLACEMENTS

1-HOUR Dispensables

A Free Trial Pair!

$185

Spare Pair

$40

If ADAVUE is right for you, we'll give you a free trial pair.

NO WAIT REPLACEMENTS

1-HOUR Dispensables

A Free Trial Pair!

$185

Spare Pair

$40

If ADAVUE is right for you, we'll give you a free trial pair.

New Car Phone

Plus alphanumeric & hands-free operation.

Competition: $249

Our Price

$189

Clack Matt. He'll help save you $35 on your phone.

Call Matt. He'll help save you $35 on your phone.

Join our Prepaid service and save up to 25%. Call Matt now.

USWEST Cellular

Service activation fee required. * Does not include installation or accessories. ** Bill rate plan may vary by service.

USWEST Cellular

4411 Mercury • San Diego

(Alc Bldg - west off Hwy. 163) 619 • 277 • 1400
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In a portfolio of colored iron, the late 1940s and 1950s is a time of transition. Iron had been used for centuries in the Middle East, particularly in the Islamic world, where it was seen as a symbol of wealth and power. As the region underwent changes in the decades following World War II, iron became a more popular medium for artists and artisans, especially in Iran. The use of iron in Persian art can be seen in the way it is incorporated into everyday objects such as mirrors, vases, and architectural elements. The影片 shows a rich array of iron objects, each with its own unique design and purpose. Some are functional, while others serve as decorative elements in homes and palaces. The transformation of iron from a utilitarian material to an artistic one highlights the importance of cultural exchange and innovation in art.
A 2000-pound salmon leans back against a rock at Tuna Cove in the San Diego area. The salmon is being displayed as part of a salmon festival that celebrates the harvest of the Pacific Ocean. The festival features various activities such as fishing competitions, live entertainment, and food vendors. The festival aims to promote awareness of the importance of preserving the salmon population and the environment. The salmon is a crucial part of the local ecosystem and plays a vital role in the food chain. The festival attracts visitors from all over the region, who come to admire the beauty of the salmon and enjoy the festivities. The salmon is a symbol of strength and resilience, and its presence at the festival serves as a reminder of the importance of sustainability and conservation.
We succeed, like the koreans, because of the indomitable family spirit, and which makes a certain kind of economic growth possible. (Carpenters keep living property and gain from within the federation.)

A poor quality 80% of the work is done by the workers, who are paid very low wages. The work is dirty and dangerous, but the workers are mostly young and therefore not very worried. They are seen as mere tools, but the conditions are better than in most other countries.

In California, the state where oak and aspen forests are abundant, the carpenters are the backbone of the economy. They build houses, bridges, and other structures, and their work is essential to the state's economy. They are paid very well, and their families live in comfort. The state is heavily dependent on their skills, and there are strict regulations to protect their rights. The carpenters are respected, and their work is highly valued.

In the end, the carpenters are happy, and their families are proud of them. They work hard, and they earn good money. They are part of a strong community, and they have a strong sense of belonging. The carpenters are a vital part of the California economy, and they are proud to be a part of it.
imagine a 21st-century technopolis fed by giant ports and high-tech transit systems. sprawling hong kong-like across hundreds of square miles from oceanside to ensenada.

by Lawrence R. Herzog, photographs by Joe Kletz

Rob Quigley

Quigley is one of San Diego’s most recognized architects with a reputation for using recycled materials, including old railroad ties and tires, to make buildings that are both functional and visually appealing. His designs range from contemporary homes to commercial structures with a focus on sustainability and environmentally friendly features.

"What I like about Quigley is his ability to make materials work together to create something beautiful." - Lawrence R. Herzog

Joseph Martinez

Martinez is a native San Diegan who studied architecture at UCSD and Harvard. He is one of the pioneers in the field of sustainable design. His buildings prioritize comfort and function while minimizing environmental impact. Martinez has been commissioned to design many of the city’s most significant structures.

"In San Diego, we don’t have a lot of time to worry about the environment, so we design our buildings to work within the limited space we have. It’s all about efficiency." - Joseph Martinez

A San Diego, the city is known for its beautiful beaches and mild climate. However, as the population grows, the need for new housing and commercial spaces becomes more pressing. Buildings that are energy-efficient and environmentally friendly are becoming increasingly important in the city’s development.
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Box Seats At A Soul's Dissection
Anita Brookner's Love-Hungry Heroines
By Judith Moore

Anita Brookner's novel explores a traditional mystery setting. Two policemen from a provincial town are called upon to investigate a murder. The plot is complicated by the presence of a mysterious woman who appears to be involved in several criminal activities. The investigation leads to a series of unexpected turns, with the police officers struggling to piece together the events leading to the murder. The novel's setting is a fictional small town, and the characters are well-defined and engaging.

Brookner's novels are likely to be of interest to those who enjoy mystery and suspense fiction.
TAKE YOUR KIDS FROM INNER SPACE TO OUTER SPACE.

THE BEST OF THE BIG SCREEN FILM FESTIVAL
Now Showing: The Dream Is Alive
Take a breathtaking space shuttle ride in The Dream Is Alive, now showing through April 8. Look inside the human body as three astronauts go to the moon. April 8-22. Explore earth's hidden wonders in the Ring Of Fire. April 23-May 6. Feed your imagination with Speed, May 7-21. Or see the Cisco revolutionizes TV Of Tomorrow, also playing daily. Call 238-1233 for show times.

“CHOOSE YOUR ADVENTURE”

ROMANCE & ADVENTURE ON SANTA CATALINA
$69 per person

2402 Del Mar Rd.
772-2046

MARINE LIFE SAFARI
$69 per person

California sea lion, dolphins, harbor seals and over 20 species of bird life.

OUTDOORS

Put your sights on something big, Travel through the human body and into space with the latest 3-D technology. Rated PG.

FARMERS MARKET

Saturdays, April 3: Noon to 4 pm

Join us for A Day at the Market

SWEETHEART BAKERY, California Cafe, Sarah Bernhardt, Incredible Cheesecake Company, Figueroa Flour, International Confection Creations, Emile Foods, Lifestyles, Specialty Produce Supply

PRELIMINARY: Bring the kids and meet the fluffy critters including ducks, bunnies, chicks, pot belly pigs and goats.

Demonstrations: Cutting Kielbasa, chinese sausage and the foundation of sweet and sour sauces and the art of olive oil tasting. Classes begin at noon, 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.

Shop the finest in local wines from 4:00-6:00 pm.Featured vintners include Thomas J. Yaeger, Colterhorn and Maurice Carne. Wine tasting $5 per person, reservations required. Please call Betty, 686-7166, for details.

FREE BROWNIE
Sarah Bernhardt
No purchase required.
Offer good April 3, 1993, only.
Limit 1 per person

FREE 1 lb. Hot or Sweet Italian Sausage
with minimum meat purchase of $10.00. With coupon.
Offer good April 3, 1993, only.
Limit 1 per person

FREE 5 lb. bag Russet Potatoes AND 1 gal. Sahara Premium Drinking Water
and 1 Dozen Large Fresh Grade AA eggs
With any $15.00 purchase. With coupon.
Offer good April 3, 1993, only.
Limit 1 per person

$2.99 Spring Bouquet
With coupon.
Offer good April 3, 1993, only.
Limit 1 per person
LATE NIGHT REGGAE CRUISE ON THE BAY

Every Friday night
Makera Dreads & Damaa Le
Enjoying the night's best reggae music!

Pre-Party at the Bay Cafe!
Reggae Music & Drink Specials

ATLAS TICKETS

ROYAL LIMOUSINE

San Diego Harbor Excursion 234-4111
100N Harbor Dr. (foot of Broadway) • Downtown

LATE NIGHT REGGAE CRUISE ON THE BAY
Every Friday night
Makera Dreads & Damaa Le
Enjoying the night's best reggae music!

Pre-Party at the Bay Cafe!
Reggae Music & Drink Specials

ATLAS TICKETS

ROYAL LIMOUSINE

San Diego Harbor Excursion 234-4111
100N Harbor Dr. (foot of Broadway) • Downtown

NARRATED 1 & 2-HOUR HARBOR TOURS
Discover the sights along one of the world's greatest natural harbors! San Diego Bay offers a rich history and memorable experiences.

Mother's Day Brunch Cruise
Brunch aboard a yacht cruising near San Diego Bay. Enjoy a delicious buffet, live music, and incredible views of the bay.

$19.93 Evening Bay Buffet Value Cruise
Enjoy a delicious buffet dinner on a sightseeing cruise. The cruise allows you to take in the beauty of San Diego Bay while enjoying a variety of dishes.

Paul McCartney
Suicidal Tendencies

Prince

Ozzy Osbourne

Paul McCartney

MOTHER'S DAY BRUNCH CRUISE

Don't miss the Mother's Day Brunch Cruise! Join us aboard a yatch cruising near San Diego Bay. Enjoy a delicious buffet, live music, and incredible views of the bay.

San Diego Harbor Excursion 234-4111
100N Harbor Dr. (foot of Broadway) • Downtown
Former Czechoslovakia, Former Romanticism, Former Sanity

Everything on this program was in minor keys, throwing a melancholy, tragic light on the whole evening.

Although the Frank Quartet has been around for two decades and has acquired remarkable firepower reputation, I had not heard them until their appearance at UCSD Chamber Music Series. They are Czech musicians playing together when they were students at the Prague Conservatory, and they are a masterful trio, making music that is both technically proficient and emotionally resonant. Their understanding of the material they play is profound, and their ability to communicate it to an audience is truly remarkable.

The Frank Quartet is made up of four musicians: Violinist Karel Hovan, Viola player Ivana Fojtova, Cellist Jan Bures, and Cello player Jiri Novak. Each member of the quartet brings his or her unique perspective to the music they play, but they all share a common goal of creating music that is both technically proficient and emotionally resonant. Their understanding of the material they play is profound, and their ability to communicate it to an audience is truly remarkable.

The Frank Quartet's performance was such that even those who are not fans of classical music would find it captivating. Their technique was flawless, and their ability to communicate with each other was evident throughout the performance. The result was a masterful display of musical virtuosity that left the audience in awe.
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Dali May Not Be As Vulgar As You Think

Those who know Dali only through his grandiose paintings may be surprised to encounter so subtle an artist...

REVIEW

JONATHON SAVELLI

Dali's paintings, while willing to throw off all the shackles of reason and open up innumerable imaginative possibilities, have always been rooted in fact. Some critics, however, have tried to spoil the romantic aura of his paintings by suggesting that their excesses not only defy easy perception, but also bring confusion and bewilderment. This is simply not true! Dali, in fact, is a master of visual and intellectual stimulation. His paintings are full of hidden meanings and interpretations that go far beyond the surface level. They are not just objects of beauty, but also works of art that challenge the viewer's understanding of reality. Dali's art is both subjective and objective, and it is precisely this duality that makes his work so fascinating and thought-provoking.

Lithography and etching by Salvador Dali.

EXHIBITION

Lithography and etching by Salvador Dali.

Galeries Dali 14755 Pico Blvd, Studio, Los Angeles through April 30.

The Village of Passion

There is a similar sadistic and romantic atmosphere in the paintings. The artist's use of space and time is often expressed through the manipulation of light and shadow, creating a sense of mystery and intrigue. The viewer is left to ponder the meaning behind the images, which is often open to interpretation. Dali's way of depicting objects and people is often surreal and dreamlike, making it difficult to distinguish between reality and fantasy.

There is a similar sadistic and romantic atmosphere in the paintings. The artist's use of space and time is often expressed through the manipulation of light and shadow, creating a sense of mystery and intrigue. The viewer is left to ponder the meaning behind the images, which is often open to interpretation. Dali's way of depicting objects and people is often surreal and dreamlike, making it difficult to distinguish between reality and fantasy.

Exhibited in the face of the ideal erotic object di- ning with her in it, but in her own way, to the end of the passion, Dali's own sexual experience is fully expressed. He is a master of drawing and painting, and his work is full of imagination and creativity.
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ART

Calendar

April 3

Solo Exhibition: "The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 4

Opening Reception: "Wall Rituals:"... Art of the Americas

April 5

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 6

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 7

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 8

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 9

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 10

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 11

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 12

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 13

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 14

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 15

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 16

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 17

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 18

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 19

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 20

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 21

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 22

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 23

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 24

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 25

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 26

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 27

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 28

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 29

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

April 30

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 1

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 2

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 3

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 4

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 5

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 6

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 7

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 8

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 9

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 10

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 11

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 12

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 13

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 14

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 15

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 16

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 17

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 18

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 19

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 20

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 21

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 22

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 23

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 24

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 25

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 26

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 27

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 28

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 29

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 30

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.

May 31

"The Art of Witnessing"... Andrew L. Crofts, Jr. & Associates, Ltd.
Selfish Shallow Pawns

It's about making choices and the consequences of choosing.

Calder the Theater

Playhouse 1993 season

LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE 1993 SEASON

Experience the magic and excitement of the La Jolla Playhouse 1993 Season - as a Season Subscriber. When you subscribe you'll lock in up to 30% on the best seats in the house, Dress Circle, orchestra, and Don Jack E. Schaefer Theater.

LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE

The Pearl Fishers

By Conrad de Monticello

San Diego Opera

PHANTOM

Phantom, La Jolla Playhouse's production of Andrew Lloyd Webber's Phantom, is a spectacular musical based on the novel "Le Fantôme de l'Opéra" by Gaston Leroux. The story follows the life of a genius composer named Christine Daaé, who is discovered by the Phantom, a specter who haunts the theatre. The Phantom falls in love with Christine and vows to help her become a star. However, he does not want her to be anything but his. As Christine's relationship with another man, Raoul, grows, the Phantom becomes jealous and decides to perform an opera for her. The Phantom's jealous and vengeful actions lead to a series of tragic events, including one that leaves Christine dying. In the end, the Phantom is revealed to be the former star of the theatre, Christian Daaé, who was killed by his father in a fit of rage. The Phantom's ghost comforts Christine and lets her live, but he remains a specter to the gallery and the audience.

Brandon Williams 11/3/12

The Pearl Fishers

By Moussorgsky

The Pearl Fishers is based on a legend from the Ottoman Empire and was first performed in 1863. It tells the story of the law of the country of Timur and the kingdom of Persia, which are divided by a river. A woman who has been released from prison by her family is sent to Timur to marry a prince. However, she falls in love with the prince's brother, who is exiled to Persia. The woman's family is imprisoned by the Persian king, who wants to use her as a bargaining chip to get his sister released. The Persian king's sister is eventually released, but the woman is still imprisoned. The Persian king frees her, and she and her family are reunited. The opera ends with a grand ball and a celebration of love and freedom.

The Pearl Fishers

By Georges Bizet

The Pearl Fishers is a three-act opera by Georges Bizet, first performed in 1863. It is based on a legend from the Ottoman Empire and tells the story of the law of the country of Timur and the kingdom of Persia, which are divided by a river. A woman who has been released from prison by her family is sent to Timur to marry a prince. However, she falls in love with the prince's brother, who is exiled to Persia. The woman's family is imprisoned by the Persian king, who wants to use her as a bargaining chip to get his sister released. The Persian king's sister is eventually released, but the woman is still imprisoned. The Persian king frees her, and she and her family are reunited. The opera ends with a grand ball and a celebration of love and freedom.
oingo boingo

ONE NIGHT IS NOT ENOUGH!
THE PARTY CONTINUES FOR A 2ND NIGHT!

ON SALE THIS FRIDAY
SATURDAY, JUNE 12
8 PM
Open Air Theatre

MEXICO'S BIGGEST ROCK N ROLL BANDS...
CAIFANES WITH MALDITA VECINDAD
FRIDAY, MAY 7
8 PM
Open Air Theatre

including Robin Ruseke, May, Tresor Records, Music Plus, select Warehouse locations, Arts Tax, and other selected venues. All members of any kind, or sobriety. Beverages permitted on or around the facility. To charge by phone call 278-TIXX.
JAZZ - JAZZ - JAZZ
CECELIA COLEMAN TRIO
CEDAR WALTON
WTH WILLY HORIZON, JIMMIE RODGERS AND DICK JERNIGAN

New!
$1 BEER WEEKEND
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOURS

ISLAND SALOON & GRILL

BELMONT PARK
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
YEAR ROUND

TOWER RECORDS / VIDEO

CHRIS ISAAC - SHIFTING
OUT OF IDOL

TOWER TRIBUNE

SUBSCRIBE BY PHONE
Subscribe to PULSE!
Amenity news, tips, discounts, contests
—a monthly newsletter guide to
unknown finds and rare treats
— for just $4.95
Simply dial: 1-800-525-5713

TOWER RECORDS
THE DIFFERENCE IS SELECTION!

TOWER RECORDS & VIDEO

EL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA

Advertisement
TAPE IT
SONY
AUDIO & VIDEO
BLANK TAPE SALE!

BLANK AUDIO SPECIALS
SONY CDH: WHERE DIGITAL AUDIO MEETS ITS MATCH HIGH BIAS TWO BRICKS CDH II 54 2.86 CDH II 74 2.99 CDH II 94 3.29 CDH II 100 3.59
NORMAL BIAS FIVE BRICKS HF 60 3.99 HF 90 4.66
METAL TWO BRICKS CDI IV 54 3.66 CDI IV 74 3.99 CDI IV 94 4.66 CDI IV 100 4.99
ALSO ON SALE: IX TURBO 90-FRE BRICK WITH FREE CARRY CASE! 12.99

BLANK VIDEO SPECIALS
SONY "Y" SERIES 8mm STANDARD MP 120 3.99 ea. STANDARD MP 120 5.44 ea. HIGH GRADE HG 120 6.44 ea.
HIGH GRADE HG 120 4.44 ea.
HA B MP 120 9.99 ea.
UPGRADE THREE PACK (2) STANDARD MP 120s plus (1) HIGH GRADE HG 120 15.99

UPCOMING CONCERTS
Smokey's
3071 San Diego Mesa Rd., Mission Valley
(619) 579-7103
563-0060

SPRING BREAK FESTIVAL '93
SAT. APRIL 3RD 4PM
O'BRIEN PAVILION DEL MAR FAIRGROUNDS
"FUN IN THE SUN"
PRE BEACH PARTY FOR H.O.R.M.L.
EARLY MORNING UNTIL 4PM
(BEVERLY HILLS - ACROSS FROM 101 IN DEL MAR)

SHABBA RANKS
RICHIE STEVENS
MICHAEL ROSE
CHAKA DEMUS
PILLERS & JACKIES

FOUNDATION
CARDIFF REEFERS
NATIVE AMERICAN DANCERS TO CELEBRATE SPRING

11.99 CD
7.99 CS
OPEN SAT TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY: SALE PRICE 4/3/93

TOWER RECORDS VIDEO
EL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA
8465 El Cajon Blvd
1-619-440-8854
FAX: 619-440-9778

TOWER RECORDS/VIDEO
EL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA
3071 San Diego Mesa Rd, Suite 8
1-619-579-7103
FAX: 619-579-8730

TOWER RECORDS/VIDEO
EL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA
7261 Fletcher Parkway
1-619-542-6590
FAX: 619-542-6570

EL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA
4605 El Cajon Blvd
1-619-261-0169
FAX: 619-291-0176

PRES S

PRE ADVERTISEMENT
HUMPHREY’S
CONCERTS BY THE BAY
1993

SAN DIEGO COUNTY
BMW DEALERS

JUNE

AL HARREAU
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays

WILLIE NELSON
Tuesday-Wednesday, June 22-23

VINCE GILL
Thursdays, July 1

LITTLE RICHARD
Sundays, July 11

SMOKEY ROBINSON
Fridays, July 16

LYLE LOVETT
and his Large Band
Tuesday-Wednesday, July 20-21

THE ROBERT CRAY BAND
Thursdays, Fridays, July 29-30

DAVID SANBORN
Thursdays, August 5-6

SEPTMBER

FOURPLAY (Lee Ritenour, Bob James,
Nathan East, Harvey Mason)
Thursday, September 9-10 & 16-17

MICHAEL HEDGES
Friday, September 10-11

DAVID BENNETT
Friday, September 17-18

OTTO MAR LIEBERT
Sunday, September 19-20

RAY CHARLES
Monday, September 20

BOBBY CALDWELL
Friday, September 24-25 & 29

SPYRO GYRA
Friday, September 24-25 & 29

MANHATTAN TRANSFER
Saturday, September 24-25 & 29

GEORGE BENSON
Sunday, September 25-26

CHICK COREA AND THE ELEKTRONICS
Friday, September 25-26

ENGENBERT HUMPERDINCK
Tuesday, September 27-28

OCTOBER

BOBBY CALDWELL
Friday, October 1-2 & 8-9

MICHAEL HEDGES
Friday, October 1-2 & 8-9

FRED WASHINGTON
Friday, October 1-2 & 8-9

GEORGE BENSON
Saturday, October 8-9 & 15-16

RAY CHARLES
Saturday, October 15-16

HUMPHREY’S INDOOR JAZZ

ON SALE SATURDAY, APRIL 3
30 AM
First day sales limited to
six tickets per show
(six-show maximum)

DINNER SHOW PACKAGES AVAILABLE • NON-SMOKING VENUE
HUMPHREY’S INDOOR JAZZ

HUMPHREY’S 24TH SHORELAND DRIVE

TICKETMASTER
619/795-1144
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT HUMPHREY’S RESTAURANT • HUMPHREY’S CONCERT LINE: 323-5000
The protagonist is neither idealized nor even mildly complimented.

The American Premiere by Gertrud Pinkus with Cornelia Kumpers, Switzerland 1972 110 min. German w/English subtitles

April 6, Tuesday Munozdey Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. UCSD Box Office 534-6467

Accion de la Cena (Trinity Dinner) from the film "Cristo" by Gabriel Salazar, Mexico 1977 7 min. Color Sound

Wednesday April 7 at 2:00 p.m., UCSD Art Gallery (free admission)

The Crush is a
terrible
cop

Burt Reynolds
One kid's fantasy.
One cop's nightmare.

COP AND A HALF

Women in Los Angeles Will be Visited by Universal Studios Hollywood "Call Larry 900-100"

MUST END SOON! SPIKE & MIKE'S FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION

See the magic before your very eyes! Spike and Mike, two of the most well-known animators in the world, return with another heart-stopping animation festival. Spike & Mike's Festival of Animation is a unique and unbridled celebration of animated works from around the world. This year, the festival will showcase a wide range of animated shorts, including visually stunning and thought-provoking works from emerging and established artists. Don't miss your chance to experience the excitement and creativity of animation at its finest.

Mona Lisa: Descending a Staircase

Anna Golden
LETzte HEze The Lost Witch

Nothing comes between a woman and her magic.

THE CRUSH

The Crush is a
terrible
cop

It was just a crush.
It was dead wrong.

MOVIE LISTINGS

MOVIE LISTINGS

MOVIE LISTINGS
Farce Evolves Into Surprise And Pleasure

No matter what went wrong in the ensuing 20 minutes, our waiter glowed, turning every mishap into a positive force.

When Calle Bistro opened downtown a few years ago, it was the first full-scale evolution of a restaurant called French Market Bistro.

Calle Bistro started slowly and was virtually ignored, but after a few years, it gained a reputation for service.

Under Siege — Stay tuned to the hospital's emergency room during the next few days, because hearing stories about the service there can be an emotional experience. If you want to be entertained, you can do far worse than visit Calle Bistro.

Whether you're ordering a simple dish or a complex one, the staff at Calle Bistro are always ready to accommodate your needs.

If you have a question, the staff will happily answer it and even go the extra mile to make sure you're satisfied.

The next time you're in the mood for a delicious meal, give Calle Bistro a try. You won't be disappointed.

The Review

The Restaurant: Calle Bistro

The Location: 600 Fourth Avenue, Fourth Avenue and 8 streets, downtown (210-4900)

Price Range: $7.00 to $10.99

Hours: Thursday, Friday & Sunday, 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; dinner: 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Hours: Saturday & Sunday, 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; dinner: 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

On a Friday night I visited Calle Bistro, which is located downtown.

The atmosphere was warm and inviting, with soft lighting and a cozy ambiance.

The menu offered a variety of options, including appetizers, entrées, and desserts.

For my entrée, I ordered the Carne Asada, served with rice and beans, and I was not disappointed.

The meat was tender and flavorful, and the sides complemented the dish perfectly.

For dessert, I chose the Flan, which was rich and creamy, and the perfect ending to my meal.

Overall, my experience at Calle Bistro was excellent, and I highly recommend it to anyone looking for a great meal in downtown.
Easter Brunch With Some Real Party Animals.

The bunny, birds and bunnies in our Kids’ Easter Zone are just the start of your Easter Sunday Fun.

From there, you’ll branch out to such delectable delights as Smoked Salmon, Leg of Lamb,tempo yaki ete Srimps, Prime Rib, soups and salads, Chicken Creole, Eggs Benedict, and Baked Vegetables.

Plus reach a diverse garden-style salad, including Caesar and Asparagus with Hearts of Palm. And available fresh-baked pastries for dessert. The price is just $19.95 for adults; $9.95 for kids, and $5 under 5 for free. But seating is limited, so call now for Easter Brunch reservations.

Quick on the bunny.

Easter Brunch at Avantine, 1577 La Jolla Village Drive, San Diego, CA 92109, (858) 459-2370 extension 8125.
Easter Widmer now recommends restaurants by telephone
day or night!

Whether you're looking for a small luncheon with a special someone, or a place where to take your kids, you can find them in the new section of the Dining Guide. No matter what your taste is, you can choose from over 100 restaurants to serve you. Don't have time to read about them? Check it out. All you have to do is to make a phone call and get all the information you can right in your own home. If you want to try something new, we encourage you to call the restaurants before you order! Call 1-800-800-4688, 24 hours a day.

Who gives until it hurts?

Olive Garden

Grand Easter Brunch
A Grand Heritage Hotel

Featuring Luigi Laurano, Sunday, April 14

Easter Champagne Brunch
Sunday, April 11, 10 AM-5 PM

Easter Feast Buffet on the Bay
Served 5 pm to 8 pm

Entertainment Nightly

Ravioli Dinner Special

Free soda with every entrée

Dine-In Specials

2 for 1 Any Mexican Restaurant

21 for 1 Any Burrito or Any Potato

Easter Champagne Brunch
Sunday, April 11, 10 AM-5 PM

Two for One Dinner, Lunch or Brunch

Fajitas Barbecued

Chile Rellenos Special

2 for 1 Any Burrito or Any Potato

Tijuana

Easter Champagne Brunch
Sunday, April 11, 10 AM-5 PM

Tijuana: Double your order

2 for 1 Any Burrito or Any Potato
HOW TO RESPOND TO PHONE MATCHES
1-900-844-6282
FROM OUTSIDE SAN DIEGO COUNTY CALL 1-800-454-3270 $1.49/minute (18+ only)

You're Single. We're Free. Why Wait?

Introducing Reader Profile Mailbox® a Great Place to Meet Single People.
You are provided with a free personal matching ad in the Reader Classifieds.
You also receive a free "voice mailbox"—a phone service that allows you to record and receive messages from any touch-tone phone.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD: To place a free Phone Matches ad, fill out the coupon below and mail it to PHONE MATCHES, 119 Hulst Rd., San Diego, CA 92109. Ads are free and run for two weeks. No fine ads will be accepted over the phone or in person. Ads with more than 25 words cost $1.25 per additional word. You'll need to send a 5-digit mailbox number (to be printed in your ad) and a 4-digit security code for exclusive access to your responses.

You may also place a free ad until 4pm Tuesday by phone (225-8200), in our office (119 India St., El Cajon, CA 92020). Call us at (619) 443-3100. The charge for your free phone matches ad will be placed by phone or by fax, and will be charged to your Visa or MasterCard only. Limit one Phone Matches ad per person per two-week period.

HOW TO USE YOUR VOICE MAILBOX: After you receive your mailbox number and phone security code, you can record your personal introduction. Call 527-4184, 24 hours a day, and follow the easy instructions.

Your introductory message allows you to introduce yourself as a single person, phone number or address. Make sure your message to leave your name, phone number and the best time to call. You can then record your personal introduction once per 24-hour period. All introductions are reviewed by the Reader and go on-free within 24 hours.

To listen to your responses, call 527-4184 any time, 24 hours a day, and follow the easy instructions. You are urged to reply promptly to any messages you receive. If a message will be closed, you must call to leave a message. umaeha only. You must have a touch-tone phone to record and/or any personal introduction or listen to responses.

REQUESTS? Call 225-8200 ext. 248

MEET YOUR MATCH: Use the form below to place your FREE, 4-week Phone Matches® ad and get your FREE Voice Mailbox.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox® Information:

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Legal Malpractice Clinic

325-1100

Signature

Date

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Legal Malpractice Clinic

325-1100

Signature

Date

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Legal Malpractice Clinic

325-1100

Signature

Date

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Legal Malpractice Clinic

325-1100

Signature

Date

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Legal Malpractice Clinic

325-1100

Signature

Date

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Legal Malpractice Clinic

325-1100

Signature

Date

Phone Matches Voice Mailbox®

Free 25 words per week. Additional words $1.25 per word.

Check here if you are a woman seeking a man.

Dr. Michael Pestrella, R.D.T., D.C.
225 1st Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

Incompetent Lawyers?

Are you having legal difficulties? Are you riding your legal expenses with your attorney? Are you having difficulty finding an attorney? You need the Legal Malpractice Clinic.
HOW TO RESPOND TO PHONE MATCHES
1-900-844-6282
FROM OUTSIDE SAN DIEGO COUNTY CALL 1-900-454-3379 $1 Minimum (18+ only)

SERVICES
50% OFF HAIR & FACIAL SERVICES
- Haircut $14 avg. $35 Split ends $20 to $30
- Highlights $39 to $45
- Color $39 to $45

SPECIALIZING IN PERMANENT MAKE-UP
- Permanent makeup for eyebrows, lips, eyeliner
- Make-up for weddings, special occasions

CELSOPHANE $15 avg. $25 (long hair slightly higher)
SPECIALIZING IN COLOR CORRECTION AND ALL CHEMICAL WORK,
700 Commercial Ave, 671 & 632-1022
SAN DIEGO 619-234-3000

Off Hour & Facial Services
50% off hair & facial services

Affordable Electrolysis
Always $40 PER HOUR
- Permanent hair removal guaranteed
- 8 year experience
- Convenient location (1/2 mile off I-8)

AE AFFORDABLE ELECTROLYSIS
Sharri Scoville, R.E.
9977 Genesee Blvd. (at Mission Bay)
468-2901

Phone Matches Success Stories:
Philip and Susan Witt

JEWISH/ISRAELIS TOO. Searching for partner and friend to play tennis and share romance with. I like sports, jazz, exploring. I am adventurous, healthy and fit. Prefer an athletic Jewish woman 28-30. 73

MY FANTASY: WITTY, ATHLETIC JEWISH girl, 28. 30-35, something. To be together and romance with someone who has attractive, intelligent, and Rubik's fun telling! 73

Susan: I had a group of female friends who were all using Phone Matches, and I joined in. I kept going, and then, after a while, I came back. After the second time that Susan called, I decided to try it out. I was a little nervous, but I decided to give it a try.

Philip: I actually answered an ad belonging to one of Susan's friends. She wrote me back, and we discussed the idea. I thought the two of us would be a great match.

Susan: My first experience was, I was just starting to date, and I was a little nervous about meeting someone new. I had never been to a phone match before, but I decided to give it a try.

Philip: We agreed to meet at the Safari House in Marine Village. We arrived, and she was a little nervous, but she was ready to meet me.

Susan: Philip walked over to me and asked, "Are you Susan?" And I said, "Yes," and I smiled.

Philip: For the first two we made plans to go sailing on the weekend, after a great date at a dinner party. And Susan was. I knew Susan's standing in the check-in line with $300.

PHOTO: San Diego Reader Phone Matches

Do you have a Phone Matches success story to share?
Contact Phone Matches for publication.

San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282
$9.99 minimum. First minute from outside San Diego County call 1-900-454-3379 ($1.49 at waive)

(Please note: This is an example of a newspaper page and not a real document. The text has been created for demonstration purposes.)
I'm sorry for the delay. The cook is giving an impromptu screwwring workshop for the busboys.
Need A Good Mechanic?
Let us help you find one, last and FREE!

Mechanic: National Service • Honest, Fully-qualified ASE-certified mechanics
We've had the best repair available in plug area, to suit your needs of everyday convenience.
Call 1-800-793-ALTO (2886)

Window Tinting $99 Auto Upholstery
Sunroofs $189

SMOG CHECK SPECIAL $99
FREE RETEST
PASS OR DON'T PAY US!
Call today for appointment.

SMOG UnLIMITED
271-4463

Beach Cities Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair
formerly Beach Cities Import Auto Services...
Has expanded to include service &
repair on domestic cars & light trucks
come see our new larger location at 4682 Lomita St. in Pacific Beach
- Brakes • Tune-ups • Clutch repair • Transmission Work

Bumper-to-Bumper Special
From a complete tune-up to anything on your car, we are here to help.
Call now for your estimate.

Computerized Wheel Alignment
Front Wheel: $33.60 • Wheel: $48.00

30K & 60K Service Special
- Oil change
- Filter
- Fluidcheck
- Aircheck
- Brakes
- Tires
- Batteries
- & More

Computerized Front End Alignment $49.99

Sunroofs Unlimited
271-4463

DISCOUNT BRAKES & ALIGNMENTS
SPECIALIZING IN BRAKES, FRONT END, SUSPENSION, SHAFTS, ADJUSTMENTS, CLUTCHES, TUNE-UPS, TRANSMISSIONS, BATTERIES, TIES & OIL CHANGES

BRAKES $39.99

COMPUTERIZED FRONT END ALIGNMENT $49.99

CV JOURNAL BEARING SPECIAL $149.99

PRO-ALIGN SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN SUSPENSION, STEERING SYSTEM, SHAFTS, ADJUSTMENTS & BRAKE SYSTEMS

A Advanced Transmission
$19.45 Automatic Transmission TUNE-UP SPECIAL
$25.00 OFF CLUTCH PROBLEM?
$100 OFF TRANSMISSION REPAIR
All major brand American limited warranty

A PRO-LINE SERVICE
WE DO EXHAUST SYSTEMS QUALITY WORK GUARANTEED

CRAigslist.org
FREE TUNE-UPS & SAFETY CHECKS

DIRECTLY FROM AN OWNER

JASCO
$28.00
2400 chance 259-7575

Lexus of San Diego

Now 3% off all alignments with every brake job. Call for factory direct or a special $77.00, 276-6300

17155 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037

RALLY HOUSE

Highway 52, La Jolla, CA 92037

278-5300

Dodge 1930

17155 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037

278-5300

ASSOCIATE DANCE LANES

17155 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA 92037

278-5300

DISCOUNT BRAKES & ALIGNMENTS
SPECIALIZING IN BRAKES, FRONT END, SUSPENSION, SHAFTS, ADJUSTMENTS, CLUTCHES, TUNE-UPS, TRANSMISSIONS, BATTERIES, TIES & OIL CHANGES
The Sporting Box by Patrick O'Keefe

The Waco, Texas Sports Scene

Once the AIT arrived at Rich Ground area, some agents learned that a truck could only communicate through signals by radio. As the leader was killed, no communication between the squads existed. Some agents had not been involved in the success until the day before it began. Each though they were only involved in the briefing, the briefing was not mandatory.

There was no contingency plan of prearranged events in the area. There were no designated objectives.

I didn't like the policy. Yes, but as long as the field was not emptied, we had no chance of stopping the massacre. And then, the original squad was attached to the police.

Additionally, the two agents that were dispatched.

The field was to be cleaned up by a coal miner from the city, and we were only to be used as a show of force. We had to clean up the area to prevent future incidents.

All this was in mind. Many police officers believe a coal miner should be removed from the city. Bicycles, shotguns, and black hats were used.

Talk about your gun rights.

SOLDIERs BOX

The Opening Vegas Line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Favorite</th>
<th>Spread</th>
<th>Underdog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>5-1/2</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>5-1/2</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>5-1/2</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SELL YOUR CAR OR TRUCK...
FASTER
AND SAVE MONEY
CALL:

1-800-CAR-SEARCH
Advise With Us For Just $199!

Ask For Operator 20

Thousands of used car buyers call us everyday. We'll make sure the people looking for your type of car get your ad fast. A 1-800-CAR-SEARCH listing gives your potential buyer a detailed description of your car - no abbreviations. Call us now and we'll list your car in less than 1 hour and keep it listed until it's sold.

The Fastest Way To Sell Your Car Or Truck.
A service of Vehicle Information Network